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The Noisy Politics Of The Silent Spy In Contemporary Art
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When the ethics surrounding increased US ‘drone’ strikes under the
Obama administration were being debated at the UN and in the media,
Trevor Paglen and Hito Stereyl responded with some of the most
recognisable artworks about drones, known as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
Questions of visibility characterise these works. Paglen’s Untitled
(Drones) (2010) are a series of photographs that capture the sublime pinks,
yellows, oranges and blues of the setting sun, illuminating clouds. The artist
had calculated that a drone was in the sky when the images were taken and
yet the drones are (by design) not visible in the photographs. In How Not to
Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File (2013), Steyerl comically
proposes that the only way to escape the all-seeing-hidden-eye was to make
oneself smaller than a pixel. While these works were focused on how the
drone could see without being seen, more recent works – including those by
Lawrence English – seek to interrogate the roles played by other senses, and
in English’s case make audible the hushed whispers (past and present) of the
military industrial complex.
This type of forensic listening has been embraced by a generation of
artists. Lawrence Abu Hamdan’s Rubber Coated Steel (2016) investigated
the killings of Nadeem Nawara and Mohamad Abu Daher in the occupied
West Bank (Palestine) by Israeli soldiers in May 2014. Abu Hamdan’s piece
uses acoustic recordings of the shooting to disprove Israeli soldiers’ claims
that rubber bullets were fired by the soldiers. Using spectrograms,
visualisations of the captured sound, to illustrate the difference between
projectiles, Abu Hamdan helped prove that a rubber bullet adapter muffled
the use of metal bullets which killed the two unarmed teenagers. What we
come to understand in this artwork is if we listen closely enough, even a
‘silencer’ cannot hide sonic information.
For Standing Wave, Lawrence English is also listening closely to military
technology; Her Majesty's Australian Ship (HMAS) Ovens, the Cold War
submarine was launched in 1967 and commissioned in 1969. It is the both the
source of sound, and the location for this work. The Oberon class submarine
was the most advanced technology of its time. Decommissioned in 1995,
HMAS Ovens was subsequently moved into the Western Australian Maritime
Museum. The submarine has become mummified in the museum, an uneasy
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fate that befalls many other objects that enter collections and archives.[1]
The underwater machine now sits immobile in a dry dock, outside of its
native environment, its engines no longer running, its sonar deaf to its
surrounds and its M48 torpedo weaponry excised.
The motto of HMAS Ovens was ‘Silence is Golden’. Oberon submarines
could silently operate on electric batteries for up to 16 hours and were
capable of operating for months at a time without detection. The idea of a
completely silent, 2,417 tonne machine is, of course, hard to fathom.
Especially considering when the Ovens’ motor room was in use, it created in
excess of 100dB of sound, requiring all crew attending it to wear hearing
protection.
The division of compartments inside Ovens not only provided air and
water locks; these spaces functioned as sonic chambers. Using this to great
effect, English has created a series of sound fields that people pass through
as they move within the submarine. The basis of the sound work are
recordings that the artist has made inside the submarine. As English notes:
‘Standing Wave uses the resonances of the architecture and
extends them, opening up layers of harmonics and in some respects
a sense of overtone which causes a kind of feedback with the
naturally occurring sound fields within the submarine. Now, of
course, the sound is radically different to how it may have been
during its operational period, but the spaces within the submarine
itself maintain a certain acoustic presence that is remarkably
discrete… To articulate these spaces with sound is, in a way, to
begin to understand the entirety of the space and its contents, in a
material sense and also beyond that.’[2]

Standing Wave propels the audience to be more alert to what they can
hear: to understand which sounds emanate from within the space itself,
what English is amplifying, and the relation manifested by the work and the
submarine. It is an invitation to discern evidence from interference. The
Oberons’ listening capabilities were so sensitive that they could hear from
one side of the Atlantic to the other. With the naval crew departed, it is now
the visitors who embody the role of listeners on board the machine.
For some, the Cold War politics that HMAS Ovens conjures might seem
distant from the present day. Yet, conversations about what silent spies lurk
beneath the surface of the water have been reignited by tensions in the East
China Sea and the rapid development of Unmanned Underwater Vehicles.
One of the highlights of the People’s Liberation Army parade for the 70th
anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party’s rule on 1 October 2019 was
the display of HSU-001 submersibles. They are smaller and use lighter
weapons than the Orca, the US Navy’s very large Unmanned Underwater
Vehicle. Regardless of size, these Unmanned Underwater Vehicles are
important information gathers for both the Chinese and the US. So English’s
approach of listening to the ‘silent’ eavesdroppers could not have come at a
more pertinent time.[3]
[1]

[2]
[3]

For example, think of the fantastical kinetic sculptures of Jean Tinguy
that are so displayed in art museums as static objects due to
conservation concerns with their fragility.
Artist in conversation with author via email, 12 October 2019
For further reading on the aesthetics and legality of eavesdropping
see: Parker, James E. K. Stern, Joel (eds). Eavesdropping: A reader.
City Gallery Wellington, Melbourne Law School, and Liquid
Architecture, Melbourne, 2019.

Rather than being overwhelmed by the military power, by listening to
HMAS Ovens English provides audiences with another mode of engagement
– one as much about listening in time, as listening into time, and, through
doing so, recognising the geo-political histories typified by technologies
such as the Ovens. He is attentive to the submarine’s materials; the weight
of them, their placement, and the curvature of the design, all of which
contribute to a particular resonance. After all, one of the key functions of
Cold War submarines was to actively listen to the vast ocean within which
they were submerged, to listen deeply and to tune into that which perhaps
should not be heard.
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Oberon Class Submarine Sonar Array Placement (Operational Manual)
Spectrographic Analysis of Hmas Ovens
Oberon Class Submarine Notated Diagram (Operational Manual)
HMAS Ovens Motor Room View
HMAS Ovens Recovered Photographic Documentation
HMAS Ovens At Sea
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